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Key points of the previous session (on Sept.5th) 
During this meeting, Parties went from section 5 to section 8. 
On section 6 “Modalities to update/revise/review the guidance”, discussions focused on 
“revision” versus “review”. 
Japan suggested learning from NAP guidelines to develop similar language. 
Proactive in the discussion, Argentina on behalf of G77+China mentioned for Section 7 
“Modalities of support for the preparation, updating and implementation of the adaptation 
communication” that G77+China would come back later today with the language they want 
to provide. 
 
Key points of the session 
Discussion on the 1st iteration and the method to express views on it.  
 
 
Co-facilitators (CoF) 
First iteration. We would like to know your views on it.  
Informal-informal with Item 5 might be tonight. 
Next meetings: tomorrow two hours in the morning and one hour in the afternoon.  
A submission made by Switzerland on Wednesday hasn’t been integrated in this first 
iteration, we would like to know your views on it and see if we could insert it.  
 
Argentina, G77+China 
We suggest going from a section to another and see if we feel confortable or not.  
 
CoF 
Switzerland made a proposal but because this proposal hasn’t been read, we couldn’t insert 
it in the iteration. We would like to give to Switzerland the opportunity to read it, this way 
we could insert it.  
 
Argentina, G77 + China 
In order not to be lost, I need to know the focus of this proposal. 
 
CoF 
The proposal focuses on the Annex, which has not changed since the last version.  
 
Argentina, G77 + China 
Thanks. 
 



Switzerland 
- The flexibility in the Paris Agreement. 
- Common guidance shall be the guidance on the adaptation communication.  
- No need for an Annex 2. 

 
Argentina, G77+China 

- I have some difficulties to follow.  
- I cannot engage.  
- I cannot see the proposal.  
- We want engage.  
- Can we provide a place to talk about it in the annexes section? 

 
CoF 
Switzerland, can we discuss your proposal when we will arrive at the Annexes section? 
 
Switzerland 
We don’t want to slow down the process, I agree with CoF. 
 
CoF 

- I appreciate the flexibility. 
- General views and have a look section by section. 
- The floor is open. 

 
Argentina, G77+China 

- Thanks the CoF for this first iteration.  
- On certain points, we have some suggestions. 
- General things, then we will go to the first section. 
- First reaction: the level of detail in annexes. We are still working on it. Hope 

tomorrow we will come back and have a better understanding. 
- “No text” in some sections: we need to highlight that it is critical for us to have this 

section as part of the decision/final outcomes.  
- In different places, it says « guidance is in the annex ». We need to include that is in 

the decision/annexes. 
- On the preamble: the approach is different.  
- As G77+China, we have prepared an option to submit. No new things. Something 

similar to section 7.  
- We made an incredible effort to avoid repetition (biggest challenge). 
- Key elements for us in the Preamble: CBDR, flexibility, recalling existing adaptation 

communication, recognition of SDG, development, enhance international support.  
 
Cof 
This is a proposal that we should include on next iteration?  
 
Argentina, G77+China 
Yes.  
We want to see if colleagues want to see that proposal as option 1. 
 
Cof 
Clarification: for the Preamble?  
 



Japan 
A comment on how we should proceed? 
 
CoF 
(…) 
 
US 

- Very interesting to hear the proposal.  
- Our view: we are happy to see the progress and we don’t want to go back. 
- We are ready to listen the proposal.  

 
Australia 

- Ok with Japan. 
- We need to have more information on the operationalization before going through 

the Preamble.  
 
Argentina, G77+China 

- This is streamlined to avoid overlapping.   
- Our understanding of the Bangkok session is to identify clear options for negotiating 

in COP24.  
 
Cof 
We would like to move on to section on the purpose. 
 
Norway 

- We would like to come with general reflections.  
- We are doing well.   
- The outcomes on the final decision? 

 
Argentina, G77+China 
On the purpose, our proposal: we want to provide context and avoid clashes.  
 
US 

- Thank you.  
- Hard to follow what we are doing here.  
- Preamble: there are some ideas captured.  
- Do we bracket ideas or sections? 
- That will help to structure my intervention 

 
CoF 
(…) 
 
Argentina, G77+China 

- Options have to clearly reflect the goal of the Bangkok session. 
- From the bullets to the concepts, there is this complex dance we are trying to do 

here.  
 
EU 

- On the purpose, we like the way it is written even if we do not agree with all 
elements in the section. 



- We have specific paragraphs on the guidance.  
- On section D, we would like to understand better what and why it is here?  

 
US 

- We are happy to engage on the purpose as well. 
- We don’t need the purpose section. This is clear. The Paris agreement gives clear 

purposes. We should not reopen the Paris Agreement.  
- “C” section is not necessary. There is a clear linkage with GST. Some elements 

belong to the mandate of the GST.  
- On the “F” section, we need to see the final language. We need to link with the Paris 

Agreement. 
- Section “H” should go on section “J”.  
- (…) 
- Paragraph 1 is an important component, but it doesn’t belong to the Paris Agreement 

mandate.  
 

Argentina, G77+China 
We would like to add 2 or 3 words to make it more understandable. 
(…) 
 
EU 
“G” Section is linked with the Paris Agreement language.   
 
CoF 
Shall we have smaller groups to discussion each section? 
 
Argentina, G77+China 
We are ok to listen inputs from colleagues and send proposals. 
 
CoF 
Could we move on section “Principles”. 
 
Argentina, G77+China 

- Same approach.  
- Reviewing and proposing something more coherent.  
- Suggestion to have a chapeau, with a language on specific needs. 

 
CoF 
Thanks 
(…) 
 
Norway 

- We would like to thanks G77+ China for your proposition. 
- We want to engage in the text. 
- #7 is similar to the article 7.6 of the Paris Agreement.  

 
 
US 

- We do not agree on having a separate session on the Principles. This is useful for the 
users. 



- On the first option, CBDR will be complex to explain on the ground. 
- On the paragraph 3, on the global goal on adaptation, we have too little clarity on the 

way to use the guidance.  
- On the paragraph 6, we are not confortable on the fact to use flexibility here (the 

way it is written). 
- On the paragraph 7, we are unclear on the operationalization. 
- On the paragraph 9, on the both ideas, too little clarity on the purpose they will 

serve. 
- The paragraph10 is unclear. 
- On the paragraph 11, some particular issues will need to move on other sections.  

 
CoF 
(…) 
 
China 

- The work we do is useful.  
- Some Parties doesn’t want to talk on “guidance” issue, but “further guidance” is the 

topic of our item.  
- It is not possible to do without the Paris Agreement.  

 
CoF 
Informal-informal tonight with item 5 on transparency.  
 
US 
Happy to continue the discussion.  
 
CoF 
6pm or 9pm tonight. 
 
Canada 

- We need clarification on the time for the informal-informal. 
- We request to focus on the Preamble.  
- (…) 

 
CoF 

- There is no restriction on the purpose. 
- We need to keep in touch with the informal-informal with Item 5. 

 
EU 
We would like to invite G77+China to share the proposal before the session. 
 
South Africa, African group 
We are ok for the preamble, purpose, principle etc… 
 
Uruguay 
(…) 
 
Ecuador, LMDC 
(…) 
 



Saudi Arabia 
(…) 
 
 
 


